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Analysis with set classes
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1. Melodic motion in the right hand
 Consider the piano right hand as two separate melodic lines—a soprano line shown with 

upstems, and an alto line shown with downstems. See how much of the melodic motion in the right 

hand you can analyze as being either set class (012) or set class (013). 

 Here’s how to find (012) and (013). The melodic intervals in these two lines are almost 

always either interval class 1 or interval class 2. When the ic1 and ic2 move in opposite directions, it 

creates a small three-note chromatic cluster, or set class (012). This happens, for example, in the alto 

line in m. 19: A♭–F♯–G. When ic1 and ic2 move in the same direction, it creates a (013) set class. 

This happens, for example, in the first notes of the soprano line in m. 19: A–G–F♯. These examples 

are labelled for you. Think of these set classes as particular combinations of interval classes in order 

to recognize them easily. 

2. Harmonic intervals in the right hand
 Many of the harmonic intervals between the soprano/alto lines are either pitch interval 11 

or pitch interval 13. How does this relate to all the ic1/ic2 melodic intervals? 

3. Harmonic content
 Find as many (0146)s as you can. You will find them either in the right hand alone or in 

combining pitches from the right and left hands. Relate your (0146)s to each other with Tn and In. 

Be sure to specify which two sets you’re relating: you may find it useful to draw an arrow from the 

first to the second set in your Tn/In relationships. 

 Here’s how to find (0146). The left hand consistently alternates between two whole-step 

intervals: C♯–D♯ and A–B. There are only so many ways that these whole steps can combine with the 

ic1s in the right hand—oftentimes, a left hand whole step plus a right hand ic 1 will form a (0146). 

For example, in m. 19, the left hand C♯–D♯ plus the right hand B♭–A creates a (0146). This example 

is labeled for you.Think of this set classes as particular combinations of interval classes in order to 

recognize them easily. 

4. Musical meaning
 What is the emotional impact of this passage? How is that impact achieved? Some critics 

have tried to relate Crawford Seeger’s contemporaneous interest in mystic spirituality to this piece

—you may find that inspiring. You can also offer your own unique interpretation.
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